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Because inflation makes
you poorer and deflation
makes new comers less
productive.

Because simplr tax in
trade with holding-driven
redistribution system
can't be fair. 

Because a socialism in an
anon world is the biggest
crypto dream.

The problem



Our solution

We are building a
disinflationary social
capitalism without tax in
trade thanks to Proof-of-
Social-Utility
mechanisms bringing
incentivised solidarity
based on self-regulated
democratic and financial
powers through 8
unprecedent features.



Get right to periodically mint $QINDO
rewards for ever by using/burning $QINDO.

Daily $QINDO claimable reward for tiers
upvoters and per upvote given : 
R = 1/Q

Social Promotion

See your $QINDO balance growing each time
someone burns $QINDO in QINDO's interface.

$QINDO reflected reward for $QINDO holders
per upvote given by the community : 
P = Q/3

Social Staking

Social Harvest

Use $QINDO in an NFT-and-social-network-
API-based permissionless upvote system.

Receiver's quantum $QINDO upvote : 
Q = (∑B+1)/(∑A+1) 
With unlimited upvote from the candidate (A)
and from tiers (B). A & B updated in real time.

A user can vote to a profile as many time as 
 he can.



Burn your upvote score linked to your NFT to
get your share of a $QINDO reserve.

Social Score for receiver : 
S = (∑A+1)*(∑B+1)
With upvote from the candidate (A) and from
tiers (B). A & B updated in real time

$QINDO available reward to claim for upvote
received from tiers and by burning S : 
C = Q/7

The burnt score proportionnaly decreases A
and B.

Social Farming

Utility-driven reflection stabilizing total supply
by impacting holdiers and reserve when
$QINDO is burnt and mint. 

It's is not tax in trade. It is tax in utility.
It is not elastic supply coin. It is a rigid supply
of a burnable and mintable coin. 

Social Reflection



Use a Communitary Elastic Index Fund and
your own NFT to lend and borrow as never
before.  

Social Lending

Trade your NFT in Qindo interface and track
their 4 augmented values (collateral, claim,
future reward, social score)

Augmented NFT and
Social Legacy

Request money from your friends and track
your activity in a friendly way

Social Pool



$Qindo Social bounty 40%
and listing at Sushiswap
and coinmarketcap
Q4 2021

$Qindo LP locker bounty
40% and Social Pool app
Q1 2021

1 $QIN = 1$
Q1 2023

Roadmap

Qindo Social Lending
Q2 2022

Qindo Social Promotion,
Harvest, Staking, Farming,
Reflection, Legacy
Q4 2022

$Qindo/$Qin Swap, giant
NFT airdrop
Q3 2022



A project by the People,
for the People

 
40% for bounty program and

40% for LP lockers before
01/01/22 (from 3 to 8 months).

10% for team and 10% for
marketing operation.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

$QINDO contract :
0xe07332FdCf3A8489B752CD86f3FdCD79eE

9C373A
 
 

www.qindo.org


